RecA-mediated strand exchange reactions between duplex DNA molecules containing damaged bases, deletions, and insertions.
RecA protein from Escherichia coli promotes homologous pairing and strand exchange between duplex DNA molecules if one is partially single-stranded. Using linear duplexes and circles with a single-stranded gap as the substrates, this reaction generates nicked circular heteroduplex DNA and linear molecules with single-stranded ends. The completion of strand exchange can be demonstrated by the production of nicked circular heteroduplex DNA detected by gel electrophoresis and autoradiography using radiolabeled linear molecules. When the effect of ultraviolet damage to the substrate DNA was tested, strand exchange was found to pass 30 or more pyrimidine dimers in each duplex. In contrast, exchanges were blocked or severely slowed by interstrand cross-links and monoadducts produced by psoralen and 360 nm light. Deletions and insertions of from 4 to 38 base pairs in the DNA substrates had little effect on the production of nicked circular heteroduplex DNA. However, those of 120 base pairs, or greater, reduced the product yield to a level below the threshold of detection. These results contrast with those obtained in related three-stranded reactions (Bianchi, M. E., and Radding, C. M. (1984) Cell 35, 511-520), in which stable heteroduplex products with 500 or 1300 unpaired bases were obtained when the insert was located within a single-stranded circular substrate.